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Abstract—This article presents a successful laser-powered co-
firing process for highly efficient Si solar cells as a more compact
and energy-efficient alternative to the conventional firing process
in an infrared (IR) lamp-powered heat chamber. The best cell
group reaches with laser firing only 0.1%abs lower cell efficiency
compared to the best group with conventional firing, demonstrating
the industrial potential of this laser firing technology. Adding the
laser enhanced contact optimization (LECO) process after firing
improves the cell efficiency for laser firing to the level of conven-
tional firing, demonstrating the potential of the combination of the
laser firing and the LECO process.

Index Terms—Alternative firing, firing process, laser enhanced
contact optimization (LECO), short-circuit effect, silicon solar
cells, thermography, vertical cavity surface-emitting laser
(VCSEL).

I. INTRODUCTION

THE contact firing is a well-established process in the in-
dustrial silicon solar cell production [1]. The firing process

divides into a low temperature burnout phase, where the binders
of the metal pastes burn out, and a high temperature peak phase,
where the cell contacts are co-formed on both sides [2]. The
industrial firing process (further called “conventional firing”)
takes place in a conveyor belt furnace, where the wafers are
thermally processed in an isolated infrared (IR) lamp-powered
chamber. The working principle of this chamber is high air tem-
perature and homogenization of the lamp radiation via reflective
walls [1]. The resulting mix of convective and reflective radiative
heating leads to a substantial amount of wasted energy that is
not heating the wafer—namely the energy needed for heating
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up the heat chamber and the energy in form of radiation that
eventually is not absorbed by the wafer. Low powered industrial
IR lamps and the aforementioned energy waste result in low
power densities on the wafer. Therefore, long chambers with a
large footprint are required to heat the wafer to the necessary
temperatures of around 700–900 °C.

This article presents the investigation of an alternative firing
process. Based on the work in [3] from 2015, the peak phase is
conducted in an alternative firing device instead of the conven-
tional heat chamber, while the burnout phase still remains in the
heat chamber. In this alternative peak zone, the wafer is heated
by vertical cavity surface-emitting laser (VCSEL) modules [3]
(further called “laser firing”). Unlike the conventional IR lamps,
the VCSEL modules are area emitters which heat the wafer
through direct radiation. Therefore, a higher portion of the emit-
ted radiation can impinge on the wafer, leading to less required
output power. While the conventional heat chamber requires
high air temperature, the laser radiation manages to heat up the
wafer to the necessary peak temperatures while the surrounding
air temperature can be kept cold. This way, the power on heating
the chamber can be saved. As a result, the laser firing presents a
more energy-efficient alternative. Compared to conventional IR
lamps, the VCSEL modules enable higher power density emis-
sion and, therefore, lead to higher power densities impinging on
the wafer. Due to the latter fact, the required footprint of the
alternative peak zone becomes substantially lower than for the
conventional peak zone. Considering these advantages, this laser
peak zone presents an alternative that has the potential of lower
production costs while not limiting the throughput compared
to conventional firing. The alternative peak zone of this article
is an intermediate step towards an even more compact and
energy-efficient complete alternative firing equipment featuring
area-emitting radiation sources and low ambient air temperature.

In the work of [3], low-efficient aluminum back surface field
(Al-BSF) cells [4] were investigated as a proof-of-concept for
laser firing. Similar cell efficiencies were reached with the
laser firing compared to conventional firing, demonstrating the
functionality of this alternative firing process. The aim of the
present work is to achieve similar success on higher efficient Si
solar cells, such as passivated emitter and rear cells (PERC) [5],
especially since the latter replaced Al-BSF cells as the leading
market technology in 2019 [6]. An increase in cell efficiency can
give rise to performance-limiting effects that are negligible for
lower cell efficiencies. Compared to [3], we, therefore, conduct
a more detailed investigation of the laser firing process with
additional features and approaches, which are presented in the
next section.
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Fig. 1. (a) lateral scheme of the used inline firing furnace with the integrated
laser peak zone (without mirrors–shown in Fig. 3(a) instead). The black color
represents the conventional parts of this furnace while the green color shows
the novel parts for the laser peak zone. The blue dashed arrow shows the wafer
transport direction (b) Image of a VCSEL module (with facing emitting surface),
utilized in this work.

II. EXPERIMENTAL

A. Laser Peak Zone and Its Temperature Monitoring

The laser peak zone was integrated in the form of a laser-
protected chamber between the heating and cooling chamber
of an industry-oriented conveyor belt furnace by Rehm Ther-
mal Systems in the PV-TEC laboratory at Fraunhofer ISE [see
Fig. 1(a)]. Two VCSEL modules by Trumpf Photonic Com-
ponents [see Fig. 1(b)] were installed into the laser chamber
above the belt with their beams overlapping and being maximally
directed at the passing wafer. A space gap of ca. 15 cm between
the heating chamber and the VCSEL modules [see Fig. 1(a)] is
unavoidable in the current setup. The emission peak wavelength
of the laser is 808 nm, which is well absorbed by Si wafers.
The combined maximum output power of both VCSEL modules
amounts to 9.6 kW. This leads to maximum power densities of ca.
100 W/cm2 on the wafer, which is significantly higher than the
maximum 20 W/cm2 in the heating chamber equipped with the
present IR lamps. The laser power densities are well sufficient
to (quickly) heat a wafer to the required peak temperatures.
Regarding the vertical temperature distribution, a simplified 1-D
numerical simulation of the temperature diffusion across the
wafer depth using the heat equation [7], a c-Si thermal diffusivity
of 0.9 cm2/s [7], a (typical) 180 μm thick Cz-Si wafer, and a 1
μm spatial and 1 ns temporal resolution, reveals that a surface
temperature of 800 °C (typical firing temperature), which is
kept temporally constant at that surface (serving as a boundary
condition and a simple one-sided surface heating), propagates
to the opposite surface (which is initially at room temperature)
within approximately 1 ms, leading to a homogenous depth
distribution at 800 °C. Since significantly longer heating times
in the range of seconds take place during firing [see Fig. 3(b)]
it is fair to assume homogenous temperature distribution for
a one-sided illumination by the laser here, which is why a
one-sided illumination is sufficient in this case.

Furthermore, each VCSEL module consists of 24 indepen-
dently controllable segments, which emit a beam with 5° half
angle. The active area of one VCSEL module is 160× 40 mm. Its
longer side is positioned perpendicularly to the wafer transport
direction. This way, a standard 156.75 × 156.75 mm-sized
wafer is fully illuminated in this direction. In transport direction,
the laser illuminates the wafer just locally, but reaches each
spot of the wafer during its passing. This way the illumination
geometry in the laser peak zone differs from the homogeneous
illumination in the conventional peak zone. Highly reflective
mirrors are installed left and right to the passing wafer parallel
to the transport direction [see Fig. 3(a)]. The mirrors have the
purpose to redirect the laser beam falling beyond the wafer back
to the wafer, and, thus, to maximize the laser radiation portion
impinging on the wafer. For the present equipment, the active
part of the laser peak zone in transport direction, i.e., the total
length from one end of the double module to the other, is 18 cm
long while the peak zone part of the conventional heat chamber
is 40 cm long. Thus, the laser peak zone has a lower footprint
than the conventional peak zone.

To establish a successful laser firing process, the wafer tem-
perature must be monitored. Classic thermocouple measure-
ments [2], as conducted in [3], cannot be realized in the laser
peak zone because the installed mirrors leave no space for
the thermocouple equipment to pass. Therefore—based on our
previous works in [8] and [9] for conventional firing—an inline
infrared (IR) camera by InfraTec has been installed outside of
the laser chamber [see Fig. 1(a)]. The camera has a detection
wavelength range far from the laser emission wavelength range.
A camera field of view of the passing wafer is created by a
special window that transmits photons in the camera detection
wavelength range but shields photons in the laser emission
range. Contrary to the local temperature monitoring in [3],
the IR camera features in situ spatially-resolved measurements,
allowing for a more detailed process optimization of the laser
peak zone. We use our numerical script from [9] to track each
wafer spot of the recorded thermography sequences like “virtual
thermocouples.” This way, time-temperature profiles of the peak
phase including the peak temperature can be plotted for any
wafer spot in the laser peak zone, making classic thermocouple
measurements unnecessary. Furthermore, the script allows the
mapping of the extracted peak temperature from each wafer
spot into a 2-D distribution. This way, the spatial temperature
distribution can be evaluated. With the help of the presented
temperature monitoring, the temperature characteristics during
the laser firing are compared to those of the conventional firing
from [8].

B. Investigated Solar Cells and Process Flow

Industrial Czochralsky-grown (Cz) monofacial and bifacial
p-type PERC cells are investigated in this article. Fig. 2 shows
the process flow of this article.

For the monofacial cells, the Ag front side grid shape is
varied between a: standard H-pattern grid - further called “bus-
bar grid”; grid with fingers only and no redundancy line -
further called “busbar-less grid”; and grid consisting of lo-
cal isolated H-pattern islands by having twelve homogenously
distributed interruptions (gap equal to finger spacing) at each
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Fig. 2. Schematic process flow of this article. It has to be noted that a different
precursor type is used for the LECO-processed cells with busbars. Abbreviations:
Int = Interrupted; BB = busbars; Cv = conventional; and Ls = laser.

busbar and redundancy line—further called “interrupted busbar
grid.” For both sides of the bifacial cells, busbar-less grids are
utilized.

A variation of the firing peak temperature is performed with
three wafers per temperature for laser and conventional firing,
respectively. It is ensured to cover the peak temperature range
that respectively includes the best cell performance, which is
presented in Section III-C. Thermocouples measure the entire
temperature profile for conventional firing and the burnout
profile of the laser firing. The latter profile is adapted to the
burnout profile of conventional firing while the burnout zone is
maximally shifted to the end of the heat chamber. The IR camera
introduced in Section II-A measures the peak zone profile of the
laser firing.

Current-Voltage (I–V) measurements and electrolumines-
cence (EL) imaging [10] are conducted for fired cells. From the
I–V measurements, the cell efficiency (η), open-circuit voltage
(VOC), short-circuit current density (jSC), fill factor (FF), pseudo
FF (pFF), ideal FF (FF0), shunt resistance, as well as front
and rear side lateral (grid) resistance are extracted. From each
cell group, the cell with the pFF-FF value closest to that of
the group’s average pFF-FF value is chosen for transfer length
method (TLM) measurements to determine the spatially aver-
aged contact resistivity. The shunt losses of a cell are character-
ized by the shunt resistance and the FF0-pFF value. The contact
sintering quality of both sides during firing is investigated by the
lateral resistances. The optical losses are analyzed by the jSC.
The resistive losses are investigated by the pFF-FF value [11],
the contact resistivity, and the EL images. The recombinative
losses in the emitter and bulk of the cell are investigated by the
VOC while these losses in the space charge region are analyzed
by the FF0-pFF value [11].

In addition to sole laser firing, its combination with Cell
Engineering’s innovative “laser enhanced contact optimization”
(LECO) process [12], [13] is investigated for monofacial cells
with and without busbars. As the cells were transported between
ISE and Cell Engineering, the cells were stabilized after firing
by regeneration regarding light induced degradation [14]. The
LECO process improves underfired Ag contacts to the state of
optimally fired contacts by simultaneous local laser illumination
and electric treatment (contrary to thermal treatment during

firing). Cell Engineering’s original aim is to combine the LECO
process with conventional firing for various applications such as
sharpening the efficiency distribution towards a higher yield as
well as increasing process windows with standard pastes, and
achieving higher cell efficiencies with special LECO-adapted
pastes [13]. Due to IP agreements, the LECO process is not
presented in more detail.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Wafer Temperature Evaluation During Laser Firing

In this article, the cell performance depends significantly
on the wafer temperature during firing [see Section III-C-D].
Therefore, the temperature results are presented prior to the
cell performance results. Representatively for all investigated
wafers, Fig. 3 demonstrates the temperature results on one
wafer from each of the respective best efficient groups of the
monofacial busbar-less cells.

Fig. 3(a) shows a thermography snapshot of the wafer passing
through the laser peak zone, demonstrating the successful spatial
temperature monitoring during the laser firing. One can observe
that the laser contemporaneously illuminates ca. one third of the
wafer in transport direction.

Fig. 3(b) shows the time-temperature profile during the laser
firing in comparison to conventional firing. While the laser
firing profile turns out similar to the conventional profile for
the most part, the former differs by a temperature drop between
the burnout and peak phase, like in the case of [3]. This drop
stems from the previously mentioned space gap between the
heating chamber and the laser modules in the realized setup
of this equipment. As a wafer is transported during the firing
process, there is a local time shift of the wafer heating in transport
direction, leading to contemporaneous wafer temperature inho-
mogeneity in transport direction. The above-mentioned drop can
lead - in combination with the local laser heating - to a sig-
nificantly higher contemporaneous temperature inhomogeneity
before as well as during the peak phase [cf. Fig. 3(a)] and a
more pronounced local time shift in heating in transport direction
compared to the conventional firing.

Not to be confused with the previously mentioned contempo-
raneous temperature distribution, Fig. 3(c) shows the 2-D peak
temperature mapping for the laser firing, which is compared to
conventional firing (for the latter, discussion of results in [8]. It
is clearly visible that the laser-fired wafer experiences a signif-
icantly higher spatial temperature inhomogeneity than the con-
ventionally fired wafer. The separation of the two-dimensional
temperature distribution into the averaged 1-D distributions in
and perpendicular to the transport direction [9] [see Fig. 3(d)]
reveals the origin of the higher inhomogeneity for laser fir-
ing. While the temperature distribution in transport direction is
similar for both firing methods, the laser-fired inhomogeneous
distribution perpendicular to the transport direction reveals itself
to be the cause of the overall inhomogeneity.

The observed sinusoidal shape of the temperature distribution
perpendicular to the transport direction can be explained in
the following way. During the firing process, a wafer naturally
experiences an increased convective temperature loss at the
wafer edges. The higher the difference between the wafer and the
surrounding air temperature, the higher these convective losses.
In the case of the conventional heat chamber, this difference is
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Fig. 3. (a) Representative snapshot of a laser-heated wafer passing the laser
peak zone. The orange solid line represents the region of the peak temperature.
(b) Representative time-temperature profiles (locally at the wafer center) for
conventional and laser firing. The thermocouple-measured burnout profile for
laser firing is only shown until the point where the thermography-measured peak
profile starts. (c) Spatial 2-D wafer peak temperature mapping for conventional
[9] and laser firing from (b). (d) Averaged one-dimensional distributions in
both wafer directions from (c). Abbreviations: TP = peak temperature; TM =
arbitrary middle temperature in an axis/legend; and “Perp. to Trans. Dir.” =
perpendicular to transport direction.

relatively small and results in a relatively small temperature drop
at the wafer edges [8]. In the case of the laser peak zone, the air
temperature is relatively cold, which results in a relatively high
temperature drop at the wafer edges. In addition to the convective
losses, the active length of the VCSEL modules perpendicular
to the transport direction of 160 mm is similar to the length
of a standard 156.75 × 156.75 mm-sized wafer. This results in
lower radiation power densities at the wafer edges due to the

Fig. 4. Representative EL images for the relevant cell groups. By default, the
defined “standard settings” apply to the EL images. In case other settings do
apply, the latter are pointed out as “specific settings” in the form of a specific
color outline.

cone shaped laser beam. The installed mirrors help to reduce
the temperature edge drop significantly but cannot mitigate this
obstacle entirely. In addition to the mirrors, the independent
power control of each VCSEL segment allows the creation
of intentional spatial gradients of the emitted power density.
First, the power density at the wafer edges is increased. This
reduces the edge temperature drop further but cannot eliminate
the latter, either. In the same time, the increase of the edge
power density heats up the areas toward the wafer center as
well. To compensate for the latter heating while simultaneously
not increasing the edge drop, the best-obtained compromise
is to reduce the temperature at the wafer center, leading to
the observed sinusoidal shape. The asymmetric distribution is
assumed to stem from possible asymmetric (cool) airflow in
the laser chamber. This temperature shape features the most
homogeneous distribution for laser firing achieved so far. On a
positive note, these distribution characteristics are reproducible
for various firing conditions.

B. Suspected Short-Circuit Effect for Laser-Fired Cells

In this article, we observe a characteristic distribution of the
EL signal for laser-fired cells with a standard Ag H-pattern
grid: A higher signal (assuming good contact formation) at
the heading parts and a lower signal (assuming bad contact
formation) at the trailing parts during firing [see Fig. 4(b)]. We
believe that this EL pattern might stem from the “short-circuit
effect” described by Kim et al. [15]: direct (“short-circuited”)
Si-Ag(bulk) connections that supposedly cause a lack of emitter
electrons leading to fewer Ag crystallites and an effectively
underfired contact. These “Ag-Si short-circuits” form locally
and nonuniformly, and are caused by non-uniformities, such as
the locally time-shifted wafer heating in transport direction (see
Section III-A) and the resulting time-shifted contact formation
process [16], [17]. These “Ag-Si short-circuits” supposedly only
affect grid parts which are connected to these spots, but not
parts which are disconnected. This effect is believed to strongly
affect the cell performance in this work (see Section III-C)
which is why the mentioned characteristic EL response and the
suspected short-circuit effect need to be discussed prior to the
cell performance results in the following.
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The observations and assumptions made in [15]–[17] apply
to the EL pattern of the laser-fired cell with the H-pattern grid
in Fig. 4(b). Due to the locally time-shifted contact formation
process, the heading parts are assumed to form the short-circuit
spots first, but most likely also complete the contact formation
process earlier than the trailing parts which is why the heading
parts probably still “have time” to form a proper amount of Ag
crystallites leading to good contact formation and higher EL
signal. On the contrary, the trailing parts do not have that time,
leading to bad contact formation and lower EL signal. Following
the example of Chu et al. [16], the replacement of the H-pattern
grid by a busbar-less grid with the fingers fired perpendicularly to
the transport direction does lead to a higher EL signal at the trail-
ing cell parts being at the same level as for the heading cell parts
[see Fig. 4(d)], being comparable to the positive effect observed
in [16]. This suggests a significant reduction of the short-circuit
effect to a negligible level. However, when firing the fingers in
transport direction (which is usually not done), the suspected
short-circuit effect does emerge [see Fig. 4(e)], as in the case
of the H-pattern grid. In accordance with the explanations in
[15]–[17], this result suggests that grid interruptions in transport
direction lead to a reduction of the short-circuit effect while a
connected grid in transport direction—even with interruptions
perpendicular to the transport direction— still shows the short-
circuit effect. Furthermore, a much lower amount of grid inter-
ruptions in transport direction than in the case of the busbar-less
grid—here for an H-pattern grid with homogenously interrupted
busbars—seems to be sufficient to decrease the short-circuit
effect, as well [see Fig. 4(f)]. While the laser-fired cells with
(uninterrupted) busbars clearly indicate the short-circuit effect,
the conventionally fired cells with the same grid do not—at least
being not observable [see Fig. 4(a)]. The possible reasons why
the conventionally fired cells of [15], [16] do show signs of the
short-circuit effect (contrary to our conventionally fired cells),
could be the utilization of special test structures [15] or different
cell types with different properties such as sheet resistances or
surface morphologies [16] (compared to the present work). In
accordance, different cell configurations in [16] show lower or
higher amount of the suspected short-circuit effect, suggesting
that different combinations affect the previously mentioned local
contact nonuniformities differently. When comparing our con-
ventionally fired to the laser-fired cells, one parameter, which
also can contribute to local contact nonuniformities, differs
significantly—namely temperature -, as previously elaborated
in Section III-A. On account of the significantly higher con-
temporaneous wafer temperature inhomogeneity in transport
direction for the laser firing and the correspondingly assumed
significantly more pronounced local time shift of the contact
formation process, we assume that the short-circuit effect is
stronger pronounced for the laser firing than for the conventional
firing.

C. Cell Performance Results Without LECO Process

As obtained from Section III.A-B, the cells show differences
for both firing methods. Despite that, certain electric character-
istics turn out similar after laser firing compared to conventional
firing, being typical for well-processed cells, within the same
cell configuration. The lateral resistances are comparable, which

TABLE I
FURTHER I–V RESULTS AND CONTACT RESISTIVITY FOR COMPLETING THE

DATA SET WITH RESPECT TO FIG. 5. THE STANDARD DEVIATION FOR THE

CONTACT RESISTIVITY REFERS TO THE SPATIAL DEVIATION OF THE

RESPECTIVE CELL

Abbreviations: FS = front side; RS = rear side.

indicates similar sintering quality during firing. The FF0-pFF
values are resembling, which implies similar recombinative
losses in the space charge region and the absence of shunt
problems. The jSC is (with one later explained exception) similar,
which suggests similar optical properties (see Table I). Unlike
the previously mentioned parameters, the VOC [see Fig. 5(c)],
pFF-FF [see Fig. 5(b)] and cell efficiency [see Fig. 5(a)], in turn,
show clear differences for both firing methods.

The suspected short-circuit effect (see Section III-B) for laser-
fired cells with a standard H-pattern grid causes bad contact for-
mation for a large area of the corresponding monofacial PERC
cells [see Fig. 4(b)]. This results in significantly higher resistive
losses compared to conventional firing, as can be obtained from
the pFF-FF values. A similar trend can be seen in the contact
resistivity values (see Table I). On that note, the trend of the
latter is similar to the that of the overall resistive losses for
all cell configurations of this work. This makes sense since the
lateral resistance is similar for both firing methods, as previously
mentioned. Thus, the overall resistive losses are most likely
originating from the resistive losses at the contacts. Furthermore,
the impact of the suspected short-circuit effect varies with each
cell [see high standard deviation in Fig. 5(b)], leading to irre-
producible characteristics of the same firing processes. Apart
from a minor contribution of the lower VOC, the resistive losses
are responsible for the lion share of the resulting 1.6%abs cell
efficiency gap to conventionally fired cells. On that note, the
observable jSC loss stems from the heavy resistive losses, as
well.

As discussed in Section III-B, the suspected short-circuit
effect in case of the laser firing can be mitigated by Ag grid
designs with interrupted or without busbars [see Fig. 4(d) and
(f)]. This results in significantly lower resistive losses for the
corresponding monofacial and bifacial PERC cells. This, in turn,
leads to a reduction of the efficiency gap to 0.1%abs for busbar-
less monofacial, 0.25%abs for busbar-less bifacial and 0.2%abs

for monofacial cells with interrupted busbars, respectively. The
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Fig. 5. I–V results for the respective most efficient (LECO-free) cell groups
(three wafers per group) from the respective peak temperature variations (see
Section II-B). The efficiency for cells with interrupted busbars is lower due to
the utilization of a front side grid with more fingers (originally designed for rear
side applications) than for the grids with and without busbars, leading to lower
jSC (see Table I). All the cells are fired with the fingers perpendicular to the
transport direction.

remaining efficiency gaps stem from the remaining slightly
higher resistive and/or recombinative losses. It is very likely, that
the higher spatial wafer temperature inhomogeneity presented in
Section III-A causes the presence of both under- and/or overfired
areas on the same cell, leading to the observed resistive and
recombinative losses, resulting in lower cell efficiencies. The
difference in these remaining losses is most likely determined
by the ratio of the spatial wafer temperature inhomogeneity
to the optimum firing temperature range for a specific cell
configuration.

Compared to the work in [3], the efficiency gap between the
laser and conventional firing cannot be closed entirely, on the
one hand. On the other hand, the assumed responsible obstacles,
namely the suspected short-circuit effect and the temperature
inhomogeneity, were not investigated in [3], which might have
been present but negligible for the investigated low-efficient
cells.

Fig. 6. I–V results for LECO-processed cell groups (three wafers per group).

Representatively for all cell configurations, the firing settings
of the monofacial busbar-less cells of Fig. 5 are chosen to
determine the required output power for the different peak zones.
For laser firing, the total output power of both VCSEL modules
amounts to 1960 W. For conventional firing, the IR lamps which
are responsible for the peak phase yield a combined output power
of 3200 W. Hence, this result indicates a 40% lower power output
for the laser firing.

D. Cell Performance Results With LECO Process

Since the laser firing related performance losses presented in
Section III-C stem mainly from locally underfired Ag contacts,
one way to improve the latter is to apply the LECO process after
the firing step. Accordingly, the resistive losses due to underfired
cell parts originating from the inhomogeneous laser firing are
significantly reduced for the monofacial busbar-less cells [see
Fig. 6(b)]. Furthermore, the resistive losses due to the underfired
cell parts originating from the suspected short-circuit effect are
substantially reduced for the monofacial cells with the standard
busbar grid.

In accordance, the LECO process increases the low signal of
the trailing parts in the EL image of the laser-fired busbar cell
depicted in Fig. 4(b) to the level of the heading parts, which is
shown in Fig. 4(c). These optimizations (and a slightly higher
VOC, see Table II) improve the cell efficiency for the laser-fired
cells of both types to the level of the respective conventionally
fired cells [see Fig. 6(a)], closing the corresponding remaining
efficiency gaps presented in Section III-C. It has to be noted
that the efficiency level of the busbar cells here is ca. 0.5%abs

lower than usual, on account of an unsuited regeneration process.
However, this circumstance is regarded as uncritical, since the
main objective here is to demonstrate the compensation of the
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TABLE II
FURTHER I–V RESULTS AND CONTACT RESISTIVITY FOR COMPLETING THE

DATA SET WITH RESPECT TO FIG. 6

obstacles from the temperature inhomogeneity and the suspected
short-circuit effect by the LECO process.

IV. SUMMARY, CONCLUSION, AND OUTLOOK

This work presents the successful contact firing of monofacial
and bifacial highly efficient Si solar cells with a more compact
and energy-efficient alternative process based on the work of
[3] for low-efficient Al-BSF cells. This firing process features
an alternative peak zone where the wafer is directly heated by
an area-emitting radiation source, namely a VCSEL laser, in
a cold surrounding (“laser firing”) instead of conventional IR
lamps in a heated chamber (“conventional firing”). Therefore,
this laser peak zone allows for a smaller footprint and a lower
power consumption, decreasing the process costs during firing.
Here, the laser peak zone requires ca. 40% less output power
than the conventional peak zone. This alternative peak zone is
an intermediate step towards an even more compact and energy-
efficient complete alternative firing equipment, including the
burnout zone.

Compared to conventional firing, the laser firing seems to
cause a severe “short-circuit effect” [15] for PERC cells with
standard H-pattern Ag grids due to the present setup of the laser
peak zone, leading to 1.6%abs lower cell efficiency. However,
this obstacle can be mitigated by busbar-less grids, reducing
the efficiency gaps to 0.1%abs for monofacial and 0.25%abs for
bifacial cells. The remaining gaps stem most likely from si-
multaneous under- and overfiring due to the higher spatial wafer
temperature inhomogeneity in the laser peak zone, monitored by
a thermography camera. An optimization of the setup will most
likely lead to a better temperature homogeneity and the mitiga-
tion of the suspected short-circuit effect. Despite the latter, the
small remaining efficiency gaps show the industrial potential of
laser firing as an alternative to conventional firing. Since Ag grids
with busbars presently seem to cause the short-circuit effect and
grids without busbars prevent the conventional busbar-to-busbar
module interconnection, both obstacles can be mitigated by the
presented grid with interrupted busbars, leading to an efficiency
gap of 0.2%abs, which is comparable to the efficiency gaps
of the previously mentioned grid designs. The negative effects

caused by the suspected short-circuit effect and the temperature
inhomogeneity can be healed by adding the LECO process after
firing. As a result, the LECO process improves the laser-fired
monofacial cells with and without busbars to the performance
level after conventional firing, in this work. Thus, apart from the
original aim of combining the LECO process with conventional
firing—the combination of the LECO process with the laser
firing is promising, as well. Apart from solar cells, such an
alternative firing technology could be applied for other fields
with similar thermal treatment.
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